























































































term d1 d2 d3 d4
I 1 0 0 1
love 1 0 1 0
Ipad 1 1 0 0
Is 0 1 0 1
great 0 1 0 0
kids 0 1 1 0
play 0 0 1 1
soccer 0 0 1 1
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term d1 d2 d3 d4 POS tag dft sentiment
I 1 0 0 1 Noun 2 
love 1 0 1 0 Verb 2 
Ipad 1 1 0 0 Noun 2 
Is 0 1 0 1 Verb 2 
great 0 1 0 0 Adjective 1 
kids 0 1 1 0 Noun 2 
play 0 0 1 1 Verb 2 
soccer 0 0 1 1 Noun 2 
ut 0 0 0 1 Noun 1 


































Manual 1 85 min 25 12
Manual 2 54 min 22 15
Text 
mining
3 30 min 27 10
Text 
mining
































































Obs term d1 d2
1 I 1 0
2 love 1 0
3 Ipad 1 1
4 Is 0 1
5 great 0 1














Obs term d1 d2 d3
1 I 1 0 0
2 love 1 0 1
3 Ipad 1 1 0
4 Is 0 1 0
5 great 0 1 0
6 kids 0 1 1
7 play 0 0 1
8 soccer 0 0 1
The curse of dimensionality problem
(step4)
Raw data Term by document matrix
Obs term d1 d2 d3 d4
1 I 1 0 0 1
2 love 1 0 1 0
3 Ipad 1 1 0 0
4 Is 0 1 0 1
5 great 0 1 0 0
6 kids 0 1 1 0
7 play 0 0 1 1
8 soccer 0 0 1 1
9 ut 0 0 0 1
docume
nt Tekst
rowi
nexc
el
D1 I love IPAD. 1
D2 IPAD is great for kids. 2
D3 Kids love to play soccer. 3
D4 I play soccer at UT. 4
A word versus a term
• Example: white is one word but stands for 3 
terms!
– The car is white.
– Mr. White is coming to town.
– Where is The White House?
• Similar words can  be reduced to one term
– Stemming: grammatical variations (e.g. single/ plural)
– spelling mistakes or variations (UK/ US English)
Term reduction
• Curse of dimensionality
– By experts
– Frequency based ( e.g. UT)
– language based (e.g stop words)
– According to the contribution to the variance 
(SVD)
Partition the data?

